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About us 
Our Colorado-based mosaic design company takes inspiration from the beautiful Rocky Mountains that 

surround us. We use this inspiration to help our customers create custom designs without the usual ob-

stacles of high prices and long production times. By evoking natural forms and Nordic patterns, our mo-

saics will instantly set the tone for your space. The texture of our vitreous glass mosaics reminds of the 

knitted sweaters that have featured similar patterns for hundreds of years.  

Our modular designs offer infinite possibilities for creating the perfect look that speaks to your space, 

from the classic elegance of a luxurious alpine lodge to the rustic look of a mountain cabin. All of our 

products fit together: they consist of just four carefully selected colors and two sheet sizes. so you don’t 

have to worry about making “mistakes” as you create your own design. Use combinations of our mosaics 

featuring all four colors for a more lively design, or choose patterns with just two colors for a more se-

rene look. 

Check out our pattern library for examples of the countless unique designs these combinations can pro-

vide at www.subtile-tile.com. 

 

Subtile color palette 
The picture on the next page was taken on an early October morning, looking back as the road heads up 

to Independence Pass, above Aspen, Colorado. One of the first snows of the season had left just a sprin-

kle of white on the browns and greys of the Fall, and the filtered morning light turned the pine trees in 

the distance dark blue. The color palette of Subtile was born. 
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SUBTILE MOSAIC COLLECTION 

 

Brown-blue pine White-grey pine 

Brown snowflake White snowflake 

Brown-blue loop on gray 

Blue-white diamond 

Brown-blue loop on white White loop 

Blue-brown diamond 

Brown-blue snowflake 
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Brown-grey elk right Brown-white elk right 

Brown-grey elk left Brown-white elk left 
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Large blue snowflake 

Large brown snowflake 

Large white snowflake 

Large grey snowflake 
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Solid blue 

Solid grey 

Solid brown 

Solid white 
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